Maximize Divestment Value with SAP S/4HANA® Cloud

Now more than ever, companies need to focus on strategies that reshape their organizational portfolios for success. **During uncertain times, divesting strategies have become an increasingly powerful tool** to help refocus on the highest areas of growth, proactively address noncore businesses, and provide the funds for needed strategic investments. The right application technology can empower your business to approach divestitures strategically so you receive greater returns.

Frequent acquirers often outperform their peers, but their success cannot be attributed to investments alone. When businesses actively and strategically divest, they usually see greater returns. While your business may have an active acquisition strategy, your divestitures need to be equally proactive. By delaying key divestiture decisions, you run the risk of executing an untimely divestment – and getting a much lower price.

**More companies** than ever say they are holding onto assets that they should have divested long ago.

**Almost all companies** intend to divest underperforming or noncore businesses.

You may be delaying these decisions because separation can be difficult, costly, and time-consuming. With the right technology, you can empower your business to better manage the divestiture process. By delivering an intelligent IT infrastructure and enabling transparency into performance of your divestiture target, you can assure buyers that their investment will succeed.
How SAP S/4HANA® Cloud Supports Strategic Divesting

With SAP S/4HANA® Cloud, you can support a proactive divestiture strategy that lowers risk and drives a higher return. Around the world, companies of all sizes have successfully implemented SAP S/4HANA Cloud at subsidiary organizations they’ve targeted for divestment. Cloud-based deployment offers quick and cost-effective implementation and enables the target to successfully work within your corporate IT infrastructure until the moment you separate.

Learn more

SAP S/4HANA Cloud provides the visibility and control your business needs to make strategic divestment decisions. With accurate insight into business performance, you can better assure your buyers that their new investment will succeed – so you see a better price. Then, you can quickly separate the divestment from your corporate IT infrastructure with lower risk and greater returns.

For more information about divesting with help from SAP S/4HANA Cloud, visit us online.